The twenty-first century invites us all to enhance our conscious and creative abilities to integrate body, mind, soul and spirit. Each meeting of the Body Eloquence sessions will focus on the dynamics of stories that relate to specific organic patterning in body and soul. The exercises will engage archetypal story-lines and characters, giving you many opportunities to greatly increase your creativity, subtle observation, and to develop your storytelling skills and healing abilities.

• Explore story structures that correspond with specific energy patterns and organic processes in the body
• Discover storytelling skills that are responsive to a broad range of health challenges
• Learn methodology for experimenting with the healing power of stories
• Learn dynamic approaches to support diagnosis and healing through storytelling
• Develop trust in your imaginative vision, intuition, and your capacity to be inspired

www.healingstory.com

To register or for more info please contact the Helena Hurrell at the Helios Center:
720.390.8388 | www.helioscenter.org